1. Introduction {#Section1}
===============

To develop biosensing methods that allow high sensitivity and convenient operation is of great significance for clinical diagnosis, prognosis and the monitor of treatment[@B1]-[@B4]. For example, detection of biomarkers at low concentrations can realize early diagnosis that helps enhance the survival rate of the patients[@B5]-[@B7]. With the development of nanotechnology, a wide range of sensors based on functional nanoparticles have emerged with great sensitivity, simple operation and low cost [@B8]-[@B11]. Such sensors have shown great promise for point-of-care testing[@B12]-[@B14]. Nanoscale materials including gold nanoparticles (Au NPs)[@B15]-[@B17], magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs)[@B14], [@B18]-[@B21], quantum dots (QDs)[@B22]-[@B24] and carbon nanomaterials[@B24]-[@B26] have emerged as excellent probes for biochemical assays owing to their unique physical and chemical properties such as large surface-to-volume ratio[@B27], excellent luminescent[@B28], electrical[@B29], [@B30], magnetic[@B31], [@B32] and plasmon resonance properties[@B16]. For typical nanosensors, nanomaterials should be functionalized by conjugating biomolecules on their surface to prepare nanoprobes that enable target recognition, effective signal amplification and straightforward signal readout[@B33]-[@B35]. The strategy for the surface modification of NPs determines the analytical performance of nanosensors[@B36]-[@B39], and effective bio-conjugation strategy for biomolecules and NPs essentially dictates the effectiveness of a nanosensor. Thus it is crucial to control the biomolecules that are conjugated to the functional NPs and to control NP/biomolecule ratio, the activity of the biomolecules, and the steric hindrance of the bioconjugate[@B35], [@B38]. These controls are especially critical in preparing multifunctional NPs-biomolecule conjugates for effective signal amplification and convenient signal readout in biochemical assays[@B39], [@B40]. In addition, an effective signal transformation system is also very important to the nanosensor, because a suitable signal transformation system can improve the detection efficiency and reduce the cost. For example, naked-eye detection strategy based on gold nanoparticles for the signal readout has shown great advantages in the testing of infectious diseases in Africa because of its convenient signal readout and low cost[@B1], [@B15]. Thus it is very important to develop effective strategies for the surface modification and bio-conjugation in nanosensors for biosensing applications.

Click chemistry provides an excellent platform for biomedical applications especially for the effective signal translation[@B41], [@B42], surface modification[@B43]-[@B45] and bio-conjugation of nanomaterials[@B46]-[@B50]. The concept of "click chemistry" was first proposed in 2001[@B45]. This new type of organic reaction is selective, orthogonal to most known reactions and yields no side products with high efficiency at room temperature in aqueous solvents [@B51]-[@B53]. Compared to conventional reactions, high selectivity and yields are the most prominent advantages of "click chemistry", which provide control and flexibility for manipulating biological systems with high selectivity and speediness in bio-reaction[@B48]-[@B50]. In addition, because the reaction ligands of click chemistry are small molecules, biomacromolecules (antibodies, enzymes) or NPs can easily conjugate to these reaction ligands, which is suitable for broad applications in labeling. [@B48], [@B54], [@B55] and signal amplification system [@B46], [@B56] that allow bio-conjugation of biomolecules and NPs[@B43], [@B47], [@B57]. More importantly, the bio-conjugation process using click chemistry does not perturb the activity of the biomolecules owing to the small size of the ligands in click chemistry[@B54], [@B58], [@B59]. There are four kinds of click chemistry reactions that are mainly used in biochemical assays or biomedical applications, namely cycloaddition reaction (Cu (I)-catalyzed 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azides and alkynes, and copper-free cycloadditions), nucleophilic ring-opening reaction, non-aldol carbonylation reaction and carbon-carbon multiple bonds addition reaction[@B40],[@B41],[@B45]. Among all the reactions, Cu(I)-catalyzed 1, 3-dipolar cycloaddition of azides and alkynes (CuAAC) is the most popular and widely used reaction [@B50], [@B51]**(Scheme [1](#SC1){ref-type="fig"}A)**. In the past ten years, CuAAC has been widely adopted as the signal transformation system in nanosensors for detecting many types of targets, which has provided a new platform in the field of biochemical analysis. Meanwhile, the bioorthogonal click chemistry reactions prove to be effective bio-conjugation strategies to construct nanoprobes for biosensing application[@B62], [@B63]. For example, the copper-free cycloaddition reaction between 1,2,4,5-tetrazines (Tzs) and trans-cyclooctene (TCO)**(Scheme [1](#SC1){ref-type="fig"}B)**, have recently gained significant research interests in imaging, drug delivery, clinical diagnosis because of its high reaction rate and low-toxicity[@B46],[@B47]. Compared with traditional bio-conjugation methods, click chemistry could not only simplify the procedure, but also better control the conjugation process with shortened time and enhanced chemo-selectivity[@B55], [@B64], [@B65]. Thus, click chemistry is not only a simple, fast, broadly applicable bio-conjugation strategy that can improve the analytical performances of nanosensors in bio-analysis, but also an attractive tool to develop new nanosensors that can greatly broaden the applications of nanosensors for biochemical analysis[@B35],[@B66],[@B67].

In the past decade, many reviews have systematically introduced works on how the click chemistry is used as a powerful tool to modify the surface of NPs or used as effective bio-conjugation strategies to bind biomolecules to the NPs[@B67], [@B68]. However, few articles reviewed the topic of using the detection of the components of click chemistry in combination with nanosensors for biochemical assays. In this review, we first introduce the CuAAC-mediated nanosensors for detection of many types of targets, via detection of the components of CuAAC **(Scheme [1](#SC1){ref-type="fig"}A)**, and then we describe how to combine NPs (QDs, MNPs and graphene) with click chemistry to construct effective nanoprobes and readout systems in nanosensors for bio-sensing **(Scheme [1](#SC1){ref-type="fig"}B)**. Finally, we discuss the advantages of click chemistry and give perspectives on its further development in nanosensors. The main aim of this review is to introduce the advantages of click chemistry and demonstrate how to construct effective nanosensors based on click chemistry and NPs, for improvement of efficiency in clinical assays.

2. Biochemical assays via detection of the components of CuAAC {#Section2}
==============================================================

CuAAC is an efficient and selective reaction that can occur over a broad pH range in aqueous solutions[@B65], [@B66], [@B69]. Without a catalyst, the reaction between azides and alkynes only proceeds at high temperatures. However, when catalyzed by Cu (I), the reaction proceeds at an accelerated rate at room temperature. The concentration of Cu (I) determines the degree of the click reaction*.* Based on this property, many nanosensors were developed for detection of Cu (I) and related targets[@B70], [@B71]. Among these nanosensors, CuAAC-meditated Au NPs-implemented approaches are widely recognized that combine the selectivity of CuAAC and the excellent optical properties of Au NPs[@B41], [@B72], [@B73]. Au NPs have high extinction coefficients and distance-dependent optical properties which can be used to design colorimetric sensors for biological and chemical analyses[@B16], [@B74]-[@B76]. For example, the state of change of Au NPs (from dispersed state to aggregated state) can result in the color change of Au NPs (from red to blue)[@B77], [@B78]. The colorimetric sensors based on Au NPs and CuAAC have three advantages[@B79]-[@B81]: (1) the convenient signal readout which is very important to point-of-care testing; (2) high sensitivity and specificity, which is a key factor to the early diagnosis such as the detection of infectious disease; (3) equipment-free, which has potential applications in the resource-limited settings. In this section, we focus on the progress of CuACC-mediated Au NPs-implemented nanosensors for bio-analysis.

2.1. Detection of Cu {#Section2.1}
--------------------

Copper is an essential trace element in the human body and plays an important role in various biological processes[@B82], [@B83]. However, long-term exposure to excess Cu(II) is highly toxic to organisms and the human body. Monitoring the concentration of Cu (II) in human body and environmental samples is becoming more and more important[@B84]. Based on the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of Au NPs and the high selectivity of CuAAC, our group first combined CuAAC with Au NPs to develop a nanosensor for detecting Cu (II)[@B42]. Au NPs were modified with azide and alkyne groups by the ligand exchange reaction, and CuAAC reaction can crosslink the azide-Au NPs and alkyne-Au NPs to cause their aggregation. This aggregation results in the color change of Au NPs (from red to blue), and the degree of aggregation is related to the concentration of Cu (I). This assay can be employed for Cu(II) detection by reducing Cu(II) into Cu(I)**(Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A)**. A similar work has reported the detection of Cu (II) by using the dialkyne cross-linker. The advantage of this method is that, the dialkyne cross-linker is used as a "bridge" to conjugate adjacent azide-AuNPs by CuAAC without the chemical synthesis of alkyne-AuNPs **(Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B)**[@B70]. A colorimetric method for the detection of Cu (II) is also reported based on densely functionalized DNA-AuNP conjugates and CuAAC[@B85]. This approach uses the oligonucleotides as a template to align the alkyne and azide groups for optimal reactivity which can greatly shorten the assay time. In addition, the sharp melting properties of the DNA-Au NPs allow researchers to distinguish subtle differences in melting temperature that allows for Cu (II) quantification **(Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C)**. A colorimetric biosensor for Cu (II) detection based on the "alkyne-azide" clickable DNA probe and unmodified Au NPs [@B86] was also developed **(Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D)**. This nanosensor can sensitively and specifically detect Cu (II) with a limit of detection of 250 nM and a linear range of 0.5-10 mM. More importantly, this method is simple and economic without dual-labeling of the DNA probe and the modification of Au NPs.

For point-of-care applications, it is important to develop surface-based assays for detection of Cu(II) to simplify the assaying process. A lateral flow device for the rapid detection of Cu(II) based on CuAAC has been constructed [@B87]**(Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A)**. In the presence of sodium ascorbate, Cu (II) was reduced to Cu (I) which could catalyze the cycloaddition between azide-DNA and alkyne/biotin-DNA in aqueous solution. The ligated DNA product could then be immobilized onto the test zone of the lateral flow biosensor to form a red band which could be easily read by the naked eye. Compared with conventional methods, this biosensor is simpler to operate and more cost-effective to use, thus has great potential in point-of-care diagnosis and environmental monitoring. To achieve a high sensitivity for detection of Cu (II), a silver enhancement signal amplification strategy is employed to achieve highly sensitive detection of copper ions in aqueous solution[@B88]**(Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B)**. Based on Cu(I)-catalyzed \'click\' reaction between azide-functionalized Au NPs and alkyne-modified glass slide, this method enables Cu(II) detection down to 62 pM by the commonly used flatbed scanner, which is 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than those in previous reports. Thus, CuAAC-mediated Au nanosensor has provided a convenient and sensitive method for detection of Cu (II). Many of these existing assays have focused on detection of copper in environmental samples; we expect them to be used in many clinical settings in the future (direct or indirect assays, as outlined below).

2.2. Assays for the reducing agents {#Section2.2}
-----------------------------------

Because a reducing agent is required to reduce Cu (II) to Cu(I) for CuAAC, CuAAC-mediated Au NPs-implemented nanosensors were developed to detect reducing agents that can reduce Cu (II) into Cu (I). Our group has developed a colorimetric sensor for detection of the total proteins using CuAAC-mediated approach [@B73]**(Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A)**. In this work, protein as a reducing agent can reduce Cu(II) to Cu(I), and the amount of Cu(I) generated in the redox reaction depends on the concentration of the total proteins in sample, because of the reducing nature of the peptide bond. Combined with the CuAAC, it results in the color change of functionalized Au NPs (azide/alkyne-Au NPs) that relates to the amount of proteins in the sample. This approach, with a detection range from 30 to 2500 μg mL^-1^, has a broader linear range than conventional methods such as bicinchoninic acid assays. We have reported the detection of organophosphate pesticides (OPs) using CuAAC and CuO NPs **(Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B)**[@B89]. In this method, Cu(I) required as the catalyst for CuAAC is released from CuO NPs by CH~3~COOH which is enzymatically produced from the acetylcholine esterase- catalyzed hydrolysis of acetylthiocholine in the presence of sodium ascorbate. OPs inhibit the activity of AChE, which subsequently blocks the production of CH~3~COOH needed for the release of Cu(I)[@B10]. Thus, the concentration of OPs in samples relates to the amount of Cu(I), which can be employed for the detection of OPs. Reducing agents such as ascorbic acid [@B90]**(Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C)** and NO (g) [@B91] **(Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}D)** can be detected based on Au NPs and CuAAC, demonstrating that CuAAC-mediated Au NPs-implemented nanosensors have a wide range of applications. In the CuAAC-mediated approaches, these targets (NO (g) or ascorbic acid) can react with Cu (II) to yield Cu (I), which can highly efficiently catalyze the click reaction between azide-functionalized Au NPs and alkyne-modified Au NPs. The degree of color change of Au NPs relates to the amount of NO (g) or ascorbic acid, which can be employed for the sensitive detection of these reducing agents.

2.3 CuAAC-based immunoassays {#Section2.3}
----------------------------

To further extend the applications of CuAAC-mediated approach, we developed a series of immunoassays based on Au NPs and CuAAC for the detection of other targets. Our group reported a colorimetric immunoassay based on detecting Cu (II) released from copper monoxide nanoparticle (CuO NPs)-labeled antibodies [@B92]**(Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A)**. In this type of immunoassays, CuO NPs are dissolved by acid to release Cu (II) and further reduced to Cu (I) which catalyzes the click reaction between azide- and alkyne-modified AuNP. The concentration of target in the sample relates to the amount of CuO NPs in the immunoassay, and the degree of aggregation and thus the color change of Au NPs depend on the amount of Cu(I) released from CuO NPs. This method can detect human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) antibody in real serum samples without equipment, and the accuracy rate is 100%. The high selectivity and sensitivity of the immunoassay result from the highly selective and sensitive nature of the Cu(I)-catalyzed reaction. This new immunoassay may therefore be useful for many applications, including clinical assays in resource-poor settings.

This strategy has also been successfully used for developing a novel fluorescent immunosensor for detection of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) in human samples **(Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B)** [@B93].The CuO NPs modified on the sandwich structure can be dissolved to Cu (I) ions which triggered the click reaction between the weak fluorescent compound (3-azido-7-hydroxycoumarin) and propargyl alcohol to form a strong fluorescent compound. Compared with traditional ELISA methods, this method has two advantages: (1) The CuO NPs labeled antibodies instead of enzyme as the signal producer, which is much cheaper than the biological enzyme. (2)The CuO NPs are insusceptible to change of external environments, pH value and inhibitors of enzymes. These results show that CuAAC-mediated immunoassay is an attractive platform to detect the low concentration of targets in clinical samples with high sensitivity and low cost. However, a main problem in this strategy is that we have to modify the antibody with CuO NP, which affects the activity of the antibodies. To address this problem of attenuated antibody activity by CuO NP-modification, our group developed an immunoassay that realizes sensitive detection using commercially available, optimized antibodies. This straightforward naked-eye readout employs CuAAC reaction and alkaline phosphatase (ALP)-lableled antibody**(Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C)** [@B15]. The commonly used ALP-labeled secondary antibody rather than CuO NPs-labeled secondary antibody is used that accommodates conventional immunoassays. Under ALP-catalyzed dephosphorylation process, ascorbic acid-phosphate can be transformed into ascorbic acid which reduces Cu(II) to Cu(I). CuAAC reaction results in the aggregation of Au NPs, and the color change of Au NPs relates to the amount of ALP-labeled secondary antibodies. This CuAAC-based immunoassay allows naked-eye detection of 80 ng mL^-1^rabbit antihuman IgG, while the conventional immunoassay required a concentration of 100 ng mL^-1^ for the naked-eye detection. This assay has been successfully used to analyze the serum of patients who suffer from *Mycoplasma pneumonia* (MP). Results from 20 clinical samples show that this nanosensor enables a naked-eye diagnosis of MP infection (100%), whereas conventional ELISA is not capable of distinguishing with the naked eye in some cases (only 50% can be discriminated). The high sensitivity of this sensor owes to the three-round signal amplification: "enzyme" amplification, "click" amplification and "Au NP" amplification. Compared to the conventional colorimetric sensors for detection of Cu(II) or related targets, CuAAC-mediated Au NPs-implemented nanosensors have three advantages: (1) Convenient signal readout using the color change of Au NPs, which is suitable for point-of-care detection. (2) The high stability of Au NPs and high selectivity of CuAAC, which ensures the repeatability and accuracy; (3) High sensitivity due to the signal amplification of click chemistry. In addition, our group has also tried to develop CuACC-mediated immunoassay based on horseradish peroxidase (HRP), which is a widely used labeling enzyme in conventional immunoassays. As we attempted to generalize CuAAC-based approach for another type of widely used HRP-labelled antibody, we unexpectedly found that Cu(I) as the catalyst in CuAAC can severely inhibit the activity of HRP, thus HRP is not suitable for CuAAC-based assays[@B94].

3. Functionalization of nanoprobes based on click chemistry {#Section3}
===========================================================

In the nanosensors, one critical problem is how to effectively conjugate the biomolecules to the surface of NPs to prepare the functionalize nanoprobes [@B37], [@B39], [@B95]. The analytical performances of the nanosensor mainly depends on the quality of the nanoprobes[@B53], [@B96], [@B97]. Conventional bio-conjugation strategies mainly include the cross-linking reaction between amines and carboxylic acids using carbodiimide activation (e.g., 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide, or EDC), and biotin-avidin bio-recognition. The carbodiimide chemistry has two disadvantages: (1) The reactive o-acylisourea intermediate formed through the activation of carboxylic acids is prone to hydrolysis which affects the chemical stability of the bio-conjugates. (2) The over-activation of carboxyl groups on the NPs can affect the colloidal stability and lead to the aggregation of NPs. Although biotin-avidin recognition is widely used in nanosensors, it suffers from indiscriminate labeling of nucleophilic residues (e.g., lysines and cysteines) on the targeting ligand. In addition, avidin as a protein is hard to be conjugated to antibody or other proteins, thus it is not convenient to conjugate the antibody and an enzyme using biotin-avidin recognition. How to rationally design high-quality, stable bio-conjugates that integrate the activities of biomolecules and the useful properties of NPs is still challenging for biochemical assays and other biomedical applications[@B50], [@B53], [@B98].

Click chemistry provides an attractive platform to modify the surface of NPs and can be an excellent bio-conjugate strategy[@B36], [@B99], [@B100]. CuAAC is efficient, selective, and proceeds over a broad pH range in aqueous solutions at room temperature, which is suitable to specifically modify or conjugate molecules to the surface of NPs as well biomolecules in ambient conditions[@B60], [@B61], [@B101]. Bioorthogonal click chemistry[@B102]-[@B104], for example, the cycloaddition between 1,2,4,5-tetrazines (Tz) and trans-cyclooctene (TCO) has been used as an useful bio-conjugation tool in nanosensors that recently gained significant research interests because of its rapid reaction kinetics, low-toxicity and controllability**(Scheme [1](#SC1){ref-type="fig"})** [@B46], [@B105]. Compared with traditional bio-conjugation methods, click chemistry could not only simplify the procedure, but also better control the conjugation process with shortened time and enhanced chemo-selectivity. In this section, we focus on the functionalization of several types of nanoprobes (QDs, MNPs and carbon nanomaterials) using click chemistry, along with the progress of the nanosensors based on these nanoprobes for biomedical applications.

3.1 Functionalization of quantum dots nanoprobes {#Section3.1}
------------------------------------------------

Quantum dots (QDs) are highly fluorescent inorganic semiconductor nanocrystals with a diameter ranging from 2 to 10 nm[@B106]-[@B108]. They have excellent optical properties: depending on the size of the QDs, a single light source can produce different colors of emission; a feature particularly suitable for multplexed analysis[@B109], [@B110]. Due to their unique optical and physicochemical properties, QDs hold great promise as fluorescent probes in clinical diagnosis, pathological analysis, cell/virus targeting, *in vivo* imaging, and so on[@B110]-[@B112]. Biological and medical applications require QDs that are highly water-soluble, low toxicity, biocompatible, and functionalized with biomolecules[@B107], [@B113], [@B114]. Efficient strategies for surface functionalization and bio-conjugation still remain a serious challenge in the application of QDs. Because of their rapid reaction kinetics and biocompatibility, the bioorthogonal click reactions can be an effective bio-conjugation platform for biomedical applications in biological systems (cell, virus or protein) with high specificity and high sensitivity[@B35], [@B115]-[@B117]. QDs modified with enzymes or antibodies by the bioorthogonal click reaction enable targeted imaging of the receptor on the surface of cells/viruses[@B37], [@B118]. The ligands of click chemistry, such as Tz or TCO can be easily conjugated onto the surface of the QDs to prepare the nanoprobes without compromising the fluorescence property of QDs. In addition, QDs functionalized by the bioorthogonal click reactions enable real-time labeling and multiplex sensing due to the rapidness and stability of click chemistry and multiple colors of QDs [@B37], [@B115], [@B119].

QDs have been used as an efficient fluorescent probe for imaging of lung cancer cells by using the bioorthogonal click reaction between norbornene and Tz [@B35]**(Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A)**. In this strategy, QDs modified with norborneneand and epidermal growth factor (EGF) was functionalized with Tz, and the norbornene-QDs will selectively attach to the Tz-EGF due to the bioorthogonal click reaction. Tz-EGF can bind with EGF reporter (EGFR) which is a biomarker that is overexpressed in lung cancer cells. Thus, norbornene-QDs can be applied for the *in vivo* imaging of cancer cells by click reaction between norbornene and tetrazine cycloaddition. Another related work also successfully used click chemistry-mediated QDs to image the transferrin-receptor (TfR) expressing tumor cells [@B116]**(Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B)**. In this strategy, QDs and the iron-binding glycoprotein transferrin (Fe~2~Tf, which is involved in cellular iron-acquisition) were first modified with azide and cyclooctyne functional groups respectively. Azide-modified CdSe/ZnS QDs can specifically recognize the cyclooctyne-modified Fe~2~Tf through click chemistry, which can be used as fluorescent probes for labeling the TfR expressing cells.

Combined with click chemistry, QDs can be also used as fluorescent probes to visualize and track an individual virus particle, which is important for investigating viral infection routes and characterizing the dynamic interactions between viruses and target cells. The new class of multifunctional multidentate-imidazole polymer ligands is synthesized by a one-step reaction to prepare functionalized QDs with great stability and controllable size (from 5 nm to 11 nm according to different colors of QDs). More importantly, the click functional groups are biologically unique, stable, inert, and small enough that do not affect the fluorescent property of QDs[@B37]. Based on this clickable surface modification strategy, a general method for efficient labeling of living viruses with QDs probes was developed, which can be an attractive strategy to monitor the virus in host cells[@B120] **(Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A)**. They also employed bioorthogonal click reaction to conjugate the virus (H5N1p) and near-infrared (NIR)-emitting QDs to prepare the QDs-virus conjugate, and this conjugate showed bright and sustained fluorescent signals in mouse lung tissues that allows researchers to visualize respiratory viral infection noninvasively in real-time. Hence, virus labeling with NIR QDs provides a simple, reliable, and quantitative strategy for tracking respiratory viral infection and antiviral drug screening[@B121] **(Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B**). These studies suggest that click chemistry provides an effective tool to functionalize the surface of QDs, which broaden the applications of QDs in bio-sensing and *in vivo* imaging.

3.2 Functionalization of magnetic nanoprobes {#Section3.2}
--------------------------------------------

Superparamagnetic nanoparticles (SMNPs, the size is from 2 -50 nm) can directionally move under an external magnetic field due to their superparamagnetic properties, and SMNPs can be synthesized to have controlled physical size, good colloidal dispersion and excellent biocompatibility[@B19], [@B36], [@B122]. SMNPs have recently drawn increasing research interests and have been widely used in the magnetic separation/enrichment [@B17], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)[@B123]-[@B125], drug delivery[@B126]-[@B128], magnetic sensor [@B14], [@B129] and so forth. By conjugating functional ligands onto their surface, SMNPs can not only be used as an ideal carrier that can specifically capture targets from complicated samples, but can also serve as magnetic signal probes in the magnetic sensor [@B32], [@B130]. To develop effective bio-conjugation strategies for these applications, the surface modification of SMNPs are critical[@B131], [@B132]. Many previous works have suggested that the bioorthogonal click reaction is a straightforward tool to functionalize the surface of SMNPs by conjugating the recognition elements (antibody, aptamer and receptor) or signal probes (enzyme) to the SMNPs to realize and effective signal amplification and convenient signal readout[@B133]-[@B136]. The surface modification of SMNPs using click chemistry strategy does not affect the stability of SMNPs. It is straightforward to prepare two types of SMNPs, each modified with one of the ligands of click chemistry. These functionalized SMNPs can amplify the signal of low-concentration target through the "layer-by-layer" assembly, which can greatly improve the magnetic signal (**Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**).

Many previous works show that bioorthogonal click chemistry has provided a powerful tool to improve the sensitivity of the magnetic relaxation switching (MRS) sensors[@B20], [@B63], [@B137]. MRS sensors that depend on target-induced aggregation (or disaggregation) of SMNPs are used to detect a wide range of targets, because they are homogeneous and light-independent, which allow one-step detection [@B138]-[@B141]. However, the sensitivity of conventional MRS sensor is limited when detecting the trace concentration of targets in complex samples, such as detection of circulating tumor cells (CTC) in human whole blood samples. An MRS sensor was developed that combines SMNPs (20-30 nm) and bioorthogonal reactions to specifically detect tumor cells with enhanced sensitivity[@B46] (**Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A**). In this strategy, Tz-SMNPs and TCO-Ab bio-conjugates are prepared. TCO-Ab can selectively bind to the tumor cells and form the "cell-Ab-TCO" conjugate. One Ab molecule can bind about 30 molecules of TCO to form the TCO-Ab conjugate, which enhances the sensitivity of the sensor. The Tz-MNPs can specifically bind to the "TCO-Ab-cell" conjugate by the Tz/TCO cycloaddition bioorthogonal reaction, and transverse relaxation time (T~2~) is used as the magnetic signal readout. This click reaction allows for higher SMNPs binding to targets and results in the significantly improved detection sensitivity in the MRS-based sensor. The two-step bioorthogonal reaction can largely enhance the sensitivity than that of one-step bioorthogonal reaction, which suggests the bioorthogonal reaction is an effective strategy for signal amplification in biochemical assays. In bioorthogonal reaction system, it is easy to achieve multiple signal amplification through layer-by-layer bio-conjugation strategy. This result shows that the Tz/TCO cycloaddition reaction is better than biotin-streptavidin recognition for signal amplification. The ligands of click chemistry are small molecules which are suitable to modify NPs or biomolecules, and this bio-conjugation can be controlled to satisfy the need of signal amplification and readout. In contrast, in the avidin-biotin system, the large molecular size of avidin (6 nm, 67 kDa) could potentially mask adjacent biotin sites. In addition, biotin must associate within a deep cleft inside the avidin protein, which could physically or spatially constrain certain binding configurations. By contrast, Tz is a small molecule that can interact with TCO (also a small molecule) on the surface of the antibody without physical restriction on neighboring TCO sites. The small molecule-based bioorthogonal chemistry allows nanoparticles to pack more ligands densely onto the antibody scaffolds, yielding greater signal amplification. Thus, bioorthogonal reaction is a more effective bio-conjugation method for biochemical analysis, especially for detection of targets (CTC, biomarkers, pathogen, virus) in complex sample at low-concentrations.

A similar method was also reported to detect pathogens combining the SMNPs with the Tz/TCO cycloaddition. It was demonstrated that the use of bioorthogonal chemistry for magnetically labeling specific pathogens enables subsequent pathogen detection by the T~2~ signal[@B142] **(Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}B)**. Based on these previous works, multiple steps of alternating orthogonal chemistry could be used as an effective amplification platform with higher sensitivity by up to 1-2 orders of magnitude over the two-step bioorthogonal reaction strategy[@B143]. The components, SMNPs-TCO, SMNPs-Tz and Ab-TCO, can form the "Ab-TCO-Tz-SMNPs-Tz-TCO-SMNPs" bio-conjugate. Ab-TCO can specifically recognize the cell to form the "TCO-Ab-cell" complex, and SMNPs-Tz will bind the "TCO-Ab-cell" to form an initial SMNP layer. This primary labeling can be then amplified through alternating applications of SMNPs-TCO and SMNPs-Tz to form multiple SMNPs layers, which can greatly improve the sensitivity. More importantly, the SMNPs that bind to the cells could also be released, and these SMNPs can be used to generate T~2~ signals. The improvement in sensitivity was achieved by both the significantly reduced background noise arising from nonspecific binding, and the increased SMNPs layers through multiple rounds of orthogonal amplification. Many other studies also demonstrate that the combination of the MRS and click chemistry have been successfully used to detect extremely trace targets (pathogens, small harmful molecules), which suggest that bioorthogonal reaction strategy can effectively improve the performance of MRS-based sensors.

Magnetic beads (MBs) whose size exceeds 100 nm can be rapidly separated in the magnetic field. These MBs not only can be used as magnetic separators but also can be used as carriers for loading biomolecules due to their large specific surface areas where antibodies and enzymes can be simultaneously conjugated through click chemistry[@B17], [@B144]. Previous works reported the controllable and repeatable modification of antibody on the surface of MBs by click chemistry, and MBs of 1 µm can conjugate 10^4^ to 10^5^ protein molecules (antibody or enzyme) which can be used as carriers for signal amplification in biochemical assays[@B27]. One previous work suggested that CuAAC can be used as a tool to modify the surface of MBs, and the functionalized MBs can be simultaneously conjugated with an antibody and an enzyme[@B145]. In this method, azide-functionalized Fe~3~O~4~\@SiO~2~ (silica shell coated Fe~3~O~4~ core) was prepared by the functionalization of silica shell with azide. Alkyne-functionalized antibody and horseradish peroxidase were coupled to azide-functionalized Fe~3~O~4~\@SiO~2~ by click reaction as nanoprobes for assays. This antibody-Fe~3~O~4~\@SiO~2~-HRP conjugate was used in the sandwich immunoreaction to detect Microcystin-LR (Microcystin-LR is a serious toxin in drinking water) with high sensitivity and good selectivity. This work demonstrated that click chemistry-mediated strategy is a useful tool for functionalization of the MBs to prepare nanoprobes.

Another work reported that MBs of 1000 nm can also simultaneously conjugate acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and antibody (Ab~2~) using step-by-step "clickable" bio-conjugation[@B144]. In this bio-conjugation strategy, a number of AChE molecules were firstly conjugated to the surface of MBs, and this MB-AChE conjugate was modified with NHS-azide molecules. Ab2- dibenzocyclooctyl (Ab2-DBCO) was prepared which can bind to the surface of MB-AChE-azide conjugate by the click reaction between the DBCO and azide. Using this Ab2-MB-AChE conjugate, a colorimetric assay for pathogen detection was developed based on AChE-catalyzed hydrolysis reaction with ultrahigh sensitivity. The Ab2-MB-AChE conjugate has three advantages: (1) a large amount of AChE molecules can be conjugated to the surface of MBs because MBs have large specific surface areas; (2) Ab~2~ and AChE can be conjugated to different sites of MBs by click chemistry, which avoids the steric hindrance that exist in the immune-reaction. (3) This conjugate can realize magnetic separation and signal amplification in one step, which will simplify the whole analysis.

3.3 Functionalization of carbon nanomaterials {#Section3.3}
---------------------------------------------

Carbon nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene, have attracted enormous interest in the field of biosensors due to their high chemical stability, relatively inert electrochemistry, and extraordinary electron transport properties[@B146]-[@B149]. To develop biosensors, the surface of CNTs or graphene should be first modified to improve its biocompatibility or provide functional groups for further applications. Developing strategies for reproducible functionalization of graphene without adversely altering its chemical structure and electronic properties is of key importance[@B150]. Click chemistry provides an approach that uses only the most practical and reliable chemical reactions to introduce diverse structures bearing a wide variety of functional groups[@B151]-[@B153]. It provide an elegant protocol to prepare carbon-based functional materials. This section covers recent progress of CuAAC-mediated functionalization of carbon nanoparticles.

Graphene has drawn increasing attention in the field of biosensing due to its extraordinary catalytic/electronic properties[@B26], [@B154]. To further improve its application in the biosensors, many researchers have used the CuAAC to modify the surface of graphene. Azide and alkyne groups are simultaneously functionalized on the surface of graphene oxide (Click[@B2] GO)[@B155]. Angiopep-2, a blood-brain barrier targeting peptide was conjugated to the Click[@B2] GO via click chemistry, followed by a sequential CuAAC to conjugate bis-azide polyethylene glycol **(Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}A)**. One particular advantage of click chemistry for GO functionalization is that click reaction in aqueous solution provides a possible way to offer maximum exposure of GO surface to the reactant. Another work reported a versatile approach for noncovalent functionalization of the basal plane of graphene based on π-π interaction and CuAAC**(Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}B)**[@B156].

This method developed a strategy for reproducible functionalization of the inert graphene without adversely altering its structure and electronic properties, which is very important to broaden the amplication of GO for biochemical assays. Thus, click chemistry may provide a new strategy to modify the GO to improve its solubility and affect little with its electronic properties.

Single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) can combine with click chemistry to act as a carrier in immunoassay **(Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} C)**[@B150]. In this strategy, the alkyne-modified antibody was conjugated to the surface of azide-decorated SWNTs by click reaction, and the conjugate showed excellent dispersion and kept good bioactivity in water. This strategy provides a stable immobilization method and a platform for detecting analytes. CuACC is also used to conjugate different types of nanomaterials. For example, a previous work suggested that Fe~3~O~4~ NPs can be conjugated to the surface of multi-walled carbon nanotubes to form multifunctional NPs that can be used in biosensing, *in vivo* imaging or drug delivery **(Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}D)**[@B157]. These works show that CuAAC is a powerful strategy for surface modification and bio-conjugation of the nanosensors.

4. Discussion {#Section4}
=============

In current studies, CuAAC-mediated nanosensors mainly focus on solution-based assays. For point-of-care applications, it is of greater significance to develop surface-based assays. Surface-based assays are more convenient and simpler than solution-based assays because they typically do not involve manipulation/washing with different types of fluids. Further work should pay more attention to developing many types of surface-based assays based on CuAAC-mediated nanosensors. For example, gold lateral flow test is a popular surface-based assay that has been widely used in clinical diagnosis.

In addition, current CuAAC-mediated nanosensors mainly adopt Au NPs for the signal readout. However, Au NPs-based method has limitations that the dispersion and aggregation of Au NPs are easily affected by the complex samples. It is expected that other NPs, such as magnetic nanoparticles combined with click chemistry can be used as the magnetic nanoprobes which can overcome this problem. Many works have showed that the state of MNPs will affect the transverse relaxation time (T~2~) of surrounding water molecules. The ΔT~2~ value (the change of T~2~) relates to the degree of aggregation of MNPs, and this degree of aggregation depends on the amount of target in sample, which can be used as the magnetic signal readout in the MRS-based sensor. Thus it is possible to combine MNPs with CuAAC to develop magnetic nanosensors. Furthermore, the "layer-by-layer" bioorthogonal reaction can be implemented on the functionalized MNPs for signal amplification. Compared with the optical readout, magnetic signal is independent of optical signal, thus it is little affected by the biological matrix such as cells, virus or pathogenic bacteria. Thus the magnetic nanosensors based on MNPs and click chemistry will be a potential direction of exploration in future studies.

In a few last years, many efforts have been made to accelerate the applications of bioorthogonal click chemistry mediated magnetic relaxation switch (MRS) sensor for point of care diagnosis in clincis and hospitals. On the one hand, some novel analytical strategies have been adopted in click chemistry mediated MRS sensor to improve the analytical performance of MRS sensor. For example, a previous work employing multimarker strategy based on click chemistry mediated MRS sensor to detect individual circulating tumor cells (CTCs) directly in whole blood without the need for primary purification[@B158]. The multimarker strategy can greatly improve the detection accuracy for detecting CTCs, which could potentially benefit a broad range of applications in clinical oncology. On the other hand, simple sample pre-treatment device and portable signal readout system have been developed to broaden the applications of click chemistry mediated nanosensors in the field of clinical diagnosis. Among these portable devices, the miniaturized nuclear magnetic resonance (μNMR) system is a classical representative. A series of μNMR system have been developed as portable signal readout device for MRS sensor, and this system combines microfluidic chips that can largely simplify the whole analysis of MRS sensor[@B159]. In this μNMR system, the whole immunoreaction and signal amplification using "layer-by layer" bioorthogonal reaction can be finished in the microfluidic chips, and then the magnetic signal (T~2~) can be collected by portable μNMR. Based on the μNMR system, click chemistry mediated MRS sensor has successfully used to detect the circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in whole blood samples, which has great potential in the point of care diagnosis in the clinics and hospitals. MRS sensor using μNMR may also provide an attractive tool for detecting cancer or infection biomarkers in real serum samples.

Click chemistry also has potential in the multiplex sensing or imaging applications. In *in vitro* diagnosis, multiplex detection of biomarkers is becoming more and more important because it can improve the detection accuracy and reduce the amount of samples as well as the whole cost. In *in vivo* imaging, methods that enable the simultaneous monitoring of multiple biomolecules (proteins, cell or genes) or small molecules are needed. Bioorthogonal reaction provides such a platform for simultaneous labeling and imaging of multiple targets in biological environments[@B39], [@B105]. Researchers have developed two bioorthogonal and mutually orthogonal reaction pairs using tetrazine-TCO and azide-cyclooctyne cycloaddition reactions, which showed that these two click reactions can be used at the same time in cells and provide precise control of desired reaction products. These are technologies potentially useful for multiplexed assays. Besides, NPs such as QDs are ideal multiple signal probes which have great potential in the detection of multiple targets or simultaneous tracking of multiple elements within a single system. Bioorthogonal click chemistry has provided a practicable tool to conjugate the biomolecules with such probes for multiplex detection of biomarkers and imaging.

Although nanosensors based on click chemistry have be proved to a powerful platform in the fields of clinical diagnosis, they also face some challenges when detecting targets in real samples. For example, the whole analysis cost will increase when using click chemistry strategy because the cost of ligands of click chemistry is higher than conventional coupling reagents, such as EDC. In addition, "layer-by-layer" bioorthogonal reaction strategy is adopted to improve the sensitivity to detect the trace target in the real samples, however, the nonspecific adsorption will increase when using "layer-by-layer" bioorthogonal reaction strategy, and the whole analysis time also will longer than that using one step of bioorthogonal reaction.

Conclusion and outlook
======================

In colusion, click chemistry is a powerful tool for biochemical assays, as well as an effective bio-conjugation strategy to functionalize the nanoprobes in the nanosensors. Combined with click chemistry, NPs can be used as effective signal tags or signal amplification system in the biochemical assays. Future work should spare efforts in: (1) Development of more effective types of click chemistry to improve the analytical performances of NPs-based sensing platforms, as well as to utilize multiple bioorthogonal chemistries simultaneously or in concert with classic chemistries for multiplex detection; (2) Development of more convenient method for the functionalization of nanoprobes using click chemistry, for example, the one-step synthesis and surface modification of nanoprobes; (3) Development of more convenient and operable sensors such as lateral flow devices for biochemical assays combined with click chemistry, which will reduce the cost of the nanosensors and shorten the analysis time, for point-of-care testings. Combined with emerging techniques such as microfluidics and nanotechnology, click chemistry-mediated approaches hold great promise for biochemical assays and other related biomedical applications.
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![The scheme of click chemistry-mediated nanosensors for biochemical assays.**(A)**CuAAC combined with Au NPs for detection of Cu (II) and other targets, in which CuAAC is used for signal transformation. The "R-N=N=N-R" represents the ligands of azides, and R-C≡C-R represents the ligands of alkynes**(B)** Three types of nanosensors based on nanoparticles (quantum dots, QDs; magnetic nanoparticles, MNPs; and graphene) and click chemistry for detection of circulating tumor cells (CTC), pathogens, cancer biomarkers and imaging applications. Click chemistries are employed to functionalize the surface of NPs or used as bio-conjugation strategy. "Tz" presents one ligands of 1,2,4,5-tetrazines, and "TCO" presents another ligands of trans-cyclooctene.](thnov06p0969g001){#SC1}

![CuAAC-mediated Au NPs-implemented nanosensors for detection of Cu(II) in solution-based assay. **(A)** Azide-and alkyne-functionalized Au NPs can be triggered to aggregate in the presence of Cu (I) by CuAAC, and the degree of color change of AuNPs is related to the concentration of Cu(II).**(B)**Schematic depiction of the copper-triggered aggregation of AuNPs for Cu (II) detection. **(C)**The colorimetric method for detection of Cu (I) based on densely functionalized DNA-Au NP conjugates and CuAAC. **(D)** The unmodified Au NPs combines with "alkyne-azide" clickable DNA probe for detection of Cu (II). Adapted with permission from \[42, 70, 85, 86\].](thnov06p0969g002){#F1}

![CuAAC-mediated Au NPs-implemented nanosensors for detection of Cu(II) in surface-based assay. **(A)** The lateral flow test based on "clickable" DNA and Au NPs for detection of Cu (II). **(B)** A naked-eye biosensor based on silver enhancement signal amplification strategy and CuAAC for highly sensitive detection of Cu (II). Adapted with permission from \[87, 88\].](thnov06p0969g003){#F2}

![CuAAC-mediated Au NPs-implemented nanosensors for detection of reducing agents. **(A)**CuAAC-mediated nanosensor for detection of the whole protein in which azide-Au NPs and alkyne-Au NPs are triggered to aggregate by CuAAC with the protein and Cu (II). **(B)** Naked-eye-based colorimetric detection of OPs using CuAAC (OPs: organophosphate pesticides; Au: gold nanoparticles; AChE: Acetylcholineesterase; ATCl: acetylthiocholine; CuO: CuO nanoparticles).**(C)**CuAAC-mediated nanosensor for detection of the ascorbic acid which can reduce Cu (II) into Cu(I). **(D)** CuAAC-mediated nanosensor for detection of NO(g) which can reduce Cu(II) to Cu(I) in the redox reaction. Adapted with permission from \[73, 89, 90, 91\].](thnov06p0969g004){#F3}

![CuAAC-mediated Au NPs-implemented nanosensors for immunoassays. **(A)** Immunoassay based on the CuO-labled antibody, CuAAC and Au NPs as the signal readout. CuO NPs are dissolved to release copper ions that trigger the aggregation of the Au NPs via CuAAC. **(B)** The scheme of the fluorescence sensor for detection of alpha fetoprotein (AFP) based on CuAAC and CuO NPs. **(C)**Colorimetric immunoassay based on ALP-triggered CuAAC between azide/alkyne functionalized Au NPs. Adapted with permission from \[92, 93, 15\].](thnov06p0969g005){#F4}

![Click chemistry-mediated functionalization of quantum dots to label cancer cells.**(A)** Tetrazine-functionalized EGF can bind to the surface of cancer cells that overexpressed EGFR, and the nonbornene-coated QDs (green circles) can react with tetrazine-modified EGF to form the QDs conjugates for targeted imaging.**(B)** Cyclooctyne-modified Fe~2~Tf has been attached to azide-modified water-soluble CdSe/ZnS QDs for monitoring the uptake of fluorescent QD-transferrin conjugates in transferrin-receptors (TfR) expressing tumor cells. Adapted with permission from \[35, 116\].](thnov06p0969g006){#F5}

![Click chemistry-mediated functionalization of quantum dots.**(A)**Schematic illustration of the one-step synthesis of the azido-derivatized multidentate-imidazole polymer ligands (N~3~-PMAH) along with the structures of QDs protected by the multidentate ligands, and the general strategy for the specific labeling of viruses with QDs via strain-promoted metal-free click chemistry. **(B)**Bioorthogonal labeling of H5N1p with NIR QDs and particle sizes of QDs, H5N1p, and QD-labeled H5N1p (QD-H5N1p). Adapted with permission from \[120, 121\].](thnov06p0969g007){#F6}

![Click chemistry-mediated functionalization of SMNPs.**(A)** The magnetic relaxation switch (MRS) sensor based on SMNPs and a two -step bioorthogonal reaction strategy for diagnosis of tumor cells. **(B)** Detection of pathogenic bacterium in blood samples based on SMNPs and layer-by-layer "bioorthogonal reaction" signal amplification strategy. Adapted with permission from \[46, 142\].](thnov06p0969g008){#F7}

![Click chemistry-mediated functionalization of carbon nanomaterials.**(A)**Schematic illustration of sequential functionalisation of GO using two-step CuAAC click reactions. **(B)**Schematic representation for conjugation of graphene onto Au surface via π-π interaction and CuAAC click reaction. **(C)** Illustration for the process of the bio-conjugation between the azide-SWNTs and alkyne-anti-IgG antibody by CuAAC. The anti-IgG antiobody-functionalized SWNTs conjugation can be used as signal recognition system in the immunosensor. **(D)** Schematic illustration of bio-conjugation of Fe~3~O~4~NPs to the surface of multi-carbon nanotube nanomaterials by CuAAC. Azide-Fe~3~O~4~ can bind to the surface of alkyne- multi-carbon nanotube nanomaterials to prepare multifunctional nanoparobes, which has great potential in the fields of *in vivo* imaging and *in vitro* diagnosstics. Adapted with permission from \[155, 156, 150, 157\].](thnov06p0969g009){#F8}
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